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In recent years , the population of students coming from China to 
pursue higher education, especially graduate education, in the United 
States has increased significantly . The annual statistics gathered by the 
Institute for International Education (2009) show that during the 2008-
2009 academic year, there were 98,235 Chinese students at institutions of 
higher education in the United States .  Chinese students are the second 
largest group of foreign students in the United States-only one country, 
India, sends more students to American campuses (IES 2009) .  Compared 
to earlier waves of Chinese immigrants ,  today' s Chinese students have 
two new characteristics :  Chinese students come to the United States in 
search of education, while earlier Chinese immigrants left their home 
country for political and economic reasons (Segal 2002) ;  moreover, Chi­
nese students are not yet Chinese Americans, and they are excluded from 
many ethnic studies .  
There have been studies on  Asian American students, but most were 
focusing on high school students and undergraduate students ,  and no one 
has particularly looked at Asian international students in graduate 
schools (Louie 2004; Lee 1 996; Pyke and Dang 2003) .  Although the 
population of Chinese graduate students is exploding and they are pre­
sent in every part of the United States ,  the issues Chinese graduate stu­
dents face in terms of their racial experiences in the United States 
remains absent in the literature. My research project not only fills the gap 
by exploring micro-level racial experiences of Chinese graduate students ,  
but also provides a unique window to the experiences of Asian graduate 
students in a southwest urban setting, which has a small Asian 
population .  
Because their home country, China is a racially homogenous coun­
try, Chinese students do not encounter race and racial discrimination un­
til they come to the United States .  Through their interactions with people 
of other racial groups such as White, Black, and Latino, Chinese students 
begin to realize a great change in their racial identity and status.  In their 
home country, they identified as "Chinese," but once they came to the 
United States, they became "Asians" or "Asian Americans." Not only do 
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they receive a new identity, but they confront the stereotypes given by 
the dominant society to Asians such as the "model minority,"  "math 
nerds," etc . While they used to belong to the dominant group in their 
home country, now they encounter a downward mobility in their racial 
status-from the dominant group to the racial minority in a white-domi­
nated society . Along with experiencing the change in identity and status ,  
some of them experience unequal treatment, prejudice and discrimination 
during their time of study in the United States (Fong 2002 ; Andrea Louie 
2004; Tuan 1 998) .  
The current research utilizes the racial formation framework (Omi 
and Winant 1 994) because it works best to explain how race occurs at the 
micro-level . Within this framework, I am trying to explore how race 
shapes the experiences of Chinese graduate students by using the ethno­
graphic research method. This paper has several aims:  ( 1 )  to explore the 
racial experiences of Chinese graduate students have; (2) to analyze 
those experiences in terms of the dynamics underlying them; (3) to seek 
a solution for any possible problems. 
METHODOLOGY 
The setting of my study, Southwestern University, is one of the 
largest public higher institutions in the United States .  It has a diverse 
student population especially widely known as a Hispanic-Serving insti­
tution, representing a wide cross-section of cultures and backgrounds . 
Until 2005 , the racial breakdown of all students and of graduate students 
at Southwestern main campus is shown in Table 1 .  
TABLE 1 
RacelEthnicity of Students 
RacelEthnicity All students Graduate students 
Non-Hispanic White 48 . 1 %  52.0% 
Latino/a 30.0% 1 7 . 5 %  
American Indian 5 . 8% 4.0% 
Asian/Pacific Islander 3 .4% 2 .3% 
African American 2 .6% 1 .6% 
International 3 . 3 %  1 3 .5% 
No Response 6 .8% 9 . 1 %  
Since I want to present the process of racial formation at the micro 
level, I used qualitative methods to explore lived experiences and percep­
tions of individual Chinese students. The data for this paper comes from 
interviews,  ethnographic fieldwork, and observations conducted in 2004 
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and in 2005 . I entered classrooms and labs including sitting in undergrad­
uate-level classes taught by Chinese Teaching Assistants (TA) and spent 
some time observing Chinese Research Assistant (RA) ' s  work and activ­
ities in the lab. Fieldnotes and informal conversations with those Chinese 
students I observed were taken. I conducted 1 1  in-depth, semistrucured, 
open-ended interviews with Chinese graduate students from different 
Southwestern departments . Eight are male and three are female. Inter­
viewees were asked open-ended questions on racial identity, understand­
ings of the "model minority" stereotype, racial experiences as graduate 
students at Southwestern and in public places, feelings about being a 
Chinese student in America, and their future career plans .  The format of 
the interviews was designed to allow people the flexibility to speak about 
their experiences and perceptions in ways that are significant to them. 
All of the interview subjects were selected from Southwestern Chi­
nese graduate students . My selection of interviewees is based on a 
targeted "snowball" procedure. I randomly selected my interviewees 
from the list of Chinese graduate students provided by a Chinese student 
association at Southwestern. Diversity of departmental origin, gender, 
and length of staying in the United States were ensured when the selected 
was conducted. However, to ensure the anonymity of my informants,  I 
generalized their departments to be "Natural Science" and "Social Sci­
ence" in the narratives instead of disclosing specific information. 
"WHO AM I T' :  UNDERSTANDINGS OF RACE AND RACIAL IDENTITIES 
When Chinese students come to the United States ,  not only do their 
racial identities change, but they also encounter different racial dynam­
ics. Race used to be viewed as something "far from real life" when they 
were in China, but it now becomes something related to everyday life .  
Coming from a racially homogeneous country where people do not have 
much phonotypical differences ,  Chinese students get used to people with 
"black hair, black eyes" around them, and get used to be a member of 
maj ority. Now they are in a multi-racial country, where they are minori­
ties ,  this great change makes them feel shocked, frustrated and confused. 
They are confused by race and ethnicity-many Chinese students I inter­
viewed could not see the differences between race and ethnicity ; also 
they are confused by new terms others use to identify them. In the United 
States ,  people from all Asian countries witness their different national 
identities disappear into a narrow racial categorization, which is sub­
sumed by the Asian/Asian American label (V. Louie 2004) . 
Chen (female, from a Social Science department) told me her under­
standings of race . She never thought about race when she was in China 
because she "did not have to ."  When she watched TV or listened to the 
radio,  she heard racial conflicts , racial wars , racial problems going on in 
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America and Africa, she felt that race was far from her life ,  because that 
was "something that happened elsewhere."  Although Chinese students 
"did not have to" think about race in China, they cannot avoid encounter­
ing race in the United States .  When asked about understandings of race 
in America in particular, Chen said, "I know some minority people are 
discriminated against here . . .  this is unfair. I feel race is no longer far 
away, it' s in my everyday life now." 
Feng (male, from a Natural Science department) said, "Unlike 
China, there are racial problems in the United States .  I think the U .S .  
government needs to  take time to  solve them. And I became minority 
since I got here . . .  you know what? Chinese is the group with the largest 
population all over the world . . .  how come we Chinese became minority 
in America? 1 'm frustrated. " 
Wu (male, from a Natural Science department) described his feel­
ings of first impression of America, "Los Angeles airport was my very 
first stop. When I was walking at the airport, from a terminal to an­
other. . .I was shocked. . . shocked to see people of all skin 
color . . .  various kinds of people . . .  various hair colors, skin colors , eye 
colors . . .  all kinds . I got used to black hair, black eyes around me, so I 
was really shocked." 
When I asked them what race other people (including Whites ,  other 
Asians , Hispanic, African American people, etc) thought they were, an­
swers were very similar. They told me that many American people could 
not tell the differences among Chinese, Japanese, Korean and 
Vietnamese, so they were always thought to be from some Asian groups .  
From my interviews,  Chinese students prefer to  be  identified as  "Chi­
nese" rather than "Asian" mainly because that they are unwilling to over­
look the differences among Asian groups.  Hence, they are reluctant to 
accept the general racial categories that are given by the American main­
stream society as they said they would identify themselves as Chinese if 
they "have a choice." Do they have a choice? As stated by Omi and 
Winant ( 1 994) , racial dynamic "establishes often contradictory parame­
ters of racial identity into which both individuals and groups must fit" 
(Omi and Winant 1 994, 3 ) .  Therefore, Chinese students "must fit" into 
the summary racial category in the United States,  and also "fit" into the 
stereotypes associated with that racial category. This process of "fit," 
which is indeed the process of their racial awareness, is their first stage 
of racialization. They are racialized as "Asian"-a minority group in the 
white-dominated society ; they are no longer members of a majority, in­
stead, they become minorities ; and they also have to encounter racial 
stereotypes, racism and racial problems associated with their new racial 
identities .  
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"THAT IS RACISM" : ENCOUNTERING THE "MODEL 
MINORITY" STEREOTYPE 
1 1 3 
When I questioned about understandings and reflections of the 
"model minority" stereotype, five of eleven Chinese students never heard 
of it. Other six students heard about this term and knew the meaning of it 
before I interviewed them. After I introduced and explained the "model 
minority" stereotype to those who never heard about it before, most of 
them seemed to reject it. Zhao, a male Chinese graduate student from a 
Natural Science department, who had not heard the "model minority" 
stereotype before, had these reflections :  
I don' t  like to be viewed as "model minority. "  It  is inac­
curate . Working hard is a habit, and many Chinese stu­
dents are studious .  I spend more time on schoolwork 
than my Anglo American classmates do, but I don' t  
often get better grades .  Anglo students are also smart, 
some of them are as studious as Chinese. They can get 
better grades than me and other Chinese. 
Feng and another Chinese student Li, both of them had heard about 
"model minority" before; they reject the "model minority" stereotype not 
only because it "is not accurate" or "does not fit," but because of some­
thing behind the stereotype. In Feng (male, from a Social Science depart­
ment) ' s  words:  "sometimes we (Chinese) are good, but not always .  
Model minority is such a big hat, it' s too large and too heavy, I don' t  like 
wearing it. It (model minority) reflects racism. Just think about it, why 
the Whites have the rights to judge who is good and bad, who is model 
minority and who is not model minority? Who make the criteria? They 
themselves created the criteria and they are using the criteria to evaluate 
us ! Isn ' t  that racism? " Li (male, from a Natural Science department) 
said, "This (model minority) is ridiculous .  Whites are using this "model 
minority" as an excuse when they don ' t  do well. The whole stereotype 
thing is just their trick." Similarly, Chen (female, from a Social Science 
department) mentioned that when some White students did worse than 
her in a math class ,  they said, "no wonder, you are Chinese ! "  
However, I also noticed that the impact o f  the model minority stere­
otype is not always negative, but both Lee ( 1 996) and Louie ' s (2004) 
work only present the positive part of the model minority stereotype .  
From Zheng' s  narratives, her classmates assumed that she might be good 
in math since she was Chinese, and finally she helped them out and "felt 
good." To Zheng, the model minority stereotype provided her an oppor­
tunity to show her talent and to gain confidence-the consequence is 
positive. On one hand, we should be aware of the negative impacts of the 
model minority stereotype such as great pressure and racial conflict, but 
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on the other hand, we also should admit that there are possible positive 
impacts of this stereotype. For example, Chinese students are considered 
a model to African Americans and Latinos who are assumed to be less 
intelligent, particularly in math and science . 
I asked the participants whether they were not satisfied with current 
grades and many of them felt "it could be better."  Feng and Zheng' s  
answers were very similar. They thought that they deserved better grades 
because they worked so hard. Both Zhou and Zhao mentioned "Chinese" 
as a reason. Zhou' s  response was, "I ' ve been studying this maj or for 
seven years (since undergraduate school) . I 'm really into it. I don ' t  want 
others , I mean Americans ,  to say something like . . .  hey, you are Chinese, 
and this is the major you are supposed to be good at, but you got this 
grade?" Zhao said, "I came all the way from China so I need to prove 
that I ' m  distinct. Always, always distinct. . .  otherwise I can ' t  get a job 
after graduation, because opportunities are rare for us ."  Zhou and Zhao 
are two examples of being "compelled to excel ." Zhou struggled because 
he did not want "Americans" to look down on him and Chinese people ; 
while for Zhao, who realized as a Chinese, if he wanted to seize the 
"rare" opportunities ,  he had to be "distinct."  This resonates with Louie ' s  
finding that part of the reason why Chinese students and their families 
were compelled to excel was that they knew they would be discriminated 
against because of their race (V. Louie 2004) . 
Again, I cannot help thinking : what pushes them? Studies show that 
traditional Chinese culture (i.e .  emphasis of education, respecting author­
ity, etc) ,  family (i .e. strong family ties ,  strict control from parents ,  family 
investment on education) , and self-devoting into education all have sig­
nificant positive effects on academic success of Chinese students (Kao 
1 995 ; Lee 1 996; V.  Louie 2004) . But the effect of external pressure, 
especially the pressure from the model minority stereotype, remains an 
unanswered question in the literature, and it is very difficult to measure 
the effect. Moreover, as some Chinese students implied, they came all 
the way here to study so they had to seize the chance and to be distinct. 
This view may be common among international students from all over 
the world, because they have clear motivation and purpose when they 
come to the United States,  and compared to American students ,  these 
international students are highly selected. 
As stated by Vivian Louie, "the model minority stereotype 
powerfully informs everyday lives of Chinese American students, by 
shaping how people of other racial and ethnic groups view and interact 
with them, especially in school" (V. Louie 2004, 87) .  From my inter­
views,  I found that this stereotype is playing an important role in disguis­
ing the difficulties and problems that Chinese students have encountered. 
With the model minority stereotype, professors and school administra-
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tions often assume that "Chinese students are doing well because they 
are Chinese" (V. Louie 2004).  At Southwestern University, there are spe­
cial programs with aims of helping and supporting Hispanic students, 
Native American students and African American students , however, 
there is no such a support program targeting Chinese or Chinese Ameri­
can students. 
Pyke and Dang (2003) found that the racial beliefs , meanings, and 
stereotypes of the mainstream society shape how these Asian Americans 
think about coethnics, local identities deflect stigma from themselves. 
My findings are in accordance with Pyke and Dang' s statements. As in 
Peng' s  words, he believed that "model minority" was a "racist" stereo­
type, so that he is very likely to feel offended when being called "model 
minority ."  Li, by viewing "model minority" as "ridiculous" and an "ex­
cuse" of Whites ,  is likely to reject this stereotype as well. In contrast, 
Zheng, who feels good after solving math problems for her classmates, is 
likely to have a positive attitude toward the stereotype.  Eventually, their 
views will shape their relations to the institutions and other people (Omi 
and Winant 1 994) , and may have an impact on their future plans. 
THE EXISTENCE OF DISCRIMINATION: LIVED RACIAL EXPERIENCES 
The racial experiences I reveal in this paper include unfair treat­
ments they received from others , uncomfortable experiences they con­
fronted, and discrimination against them, all because of their race. What 
is the difference in their experiences between different contexts? I hope 
not only to unravel and describe the sad, miserable, angry, disappointed 
aspects of Chinese students '  life-the life which the institution and the 
society may not know about, but also explore how their experiences dif­
fer as contexts change . 
Since all the Chinese students I interviewed hold assistantships ,  at 
Southwestern, they are not only students but also workers. As Chinese 
Teaching Assistants,  they lack power, and do not have enough respect 
from the students they taught. While as Research Assistants, they are 
"exploitable workers"-they overwork, but do not earn much (some of 
them even earn very little). More importantly, compared to their White 
lab-mates/co-workers, Chinese students work much harder and are 
treated unequally. Two Chinese RAs believed that they have experienced 
discrimination. 
Legal systems of discrimination such as "de jure" segregation had 
been eliminated since the 1 960s, thus ,  today ' s  racial discrimination and 
racial inequality were problems to be confronted only at an individual 
level (Omi and Winant, 1 994, 1 3 1 ) .  My findings are in accordance with 
Omi and Winant' s statement. None of Chinese students mentioned the 
institutional level discrimination (i .e .  if the school refuses accepting stu-
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dents of color or puts them in less advanced programs) .  Rather, their 
experiences of discrimination are all at individual levels ,  such as being 
discriminated against by advisors, by store staffs and by doctors. 
From the words of International Office staffs , there is only one inci­
dent about discrimination reported by Chinese students .  However, from 
my interviews,  several Chinese students felt discriminated against by 
their advisors but all they could do was switch to another advisor and 
change from RA to T A. By doing this, they were escaping from 
problems instead of solving them. Worrying about their legal status 
would be one of the reasons that Chinese students chose not to report 
their uncomfortable experiences .  Moreover, racial discrimination is a 
sensitive issue, and today, we hardly see and encounter direct discrimina­
tion. All the discrimination experiences that Chinese students encoun­
tered were subtle and indirect. Chinese students doubted that whether 
they should "call it discrimination or not," not surprisingly, they hesi­
tated to report the uncomfortable experiences .  
Discrimination is a feature of U.S.  society, the product of centuries 
of systematic exclusion, exploitation, and disregard of racially defined 
minorities (Omi and Winant 1 994, 69) .  The roots of discrimination are in 
the racially organized social order. When Chinese students are in their 
home country, they never receive unfair treatment because of their race. 
S ince they are the dominant group in China, they have the privilege. But 
they lost their privilege in the United States.  Regardless of the type of 
discrimination-subtle or direct, racial discrimination is based on white 
supremacy. Receiving unfair treatment and racial discrimination, Chi­
nese students are undergoing an important stage of racialization-they 
are racialized as exploitable workers,  perpetual foreigners and the un­
privileged racial group members. 
FUTURE OUTLOOKS : PLAN AFTER GRADUATION 
Unlike Asian Americans, Chinese students could be sojourners or 
permanent residents of the United States-they have the choice to go 
back to China or to stay after completing their study. United States is 
often viewed as the "dream place" in China, since Chinese students fi­
nally made it here, will they choose to stay or go back to their home 
country? Will the unhappy experiences affect their choice? 
Certainly, it is a hard choice. When asked whether they would stay 
in the United States as permanent residents or they would go back to 
China after graduation, all of the Chinese students said they were "not 
sure ."  They used a lot of "maybe," "probably," and "I guess" in their 
narratives .  Ten out of eleven Chinese students preferred working in the 
United States for a few years after graduation. Only Sun said he would 
probably go back to China to work if Chinese companies could offer him 
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a good position. However, all of them said they were likely to eventually 
end up in China, because "China is home" and because their families are 
in China. 
It is interesting that Chinese students hold up the importance of edu­
cation along the lines of racial discrimination. Even if some Chinese stu­
dents had uncomfortable experiences and felt unhappy, all of the Chinese 
students showed confidence about their future plans .  They believed in 
meritocracy, they insisted that education would help them achieve social 
mobility, and they also believed that their race would not harm their ca­
reers as long as they were "good enough."  
Although Zhao had the unhappy experience of being discriminated 
against by his advisor, he still believed that education would be his "way 
out." In his words , "I know it' s  hard for Chinese people to get a job in 
America, but I ' ll try my best. I think if I ' m  good enough, I ' ll be success­
ful no matter what racial group I am from." Qian, the other Chinese stu­
dent who had been discriminated against, said similarly, "finding a job 
would be hard after graduation, but I think there are some opportunities 
for Chinese. You can get the opportunities if you ' re distinct." Chen (fe­
male, from a Social Science department) said she was "not sure" whether 
she could find a job in the U .S .  after graduation or not. In her words:  "I 
know it would be really hard to find a job, as Chinese and as an interna­
tional student. But I would like to try . You know, having a few years 
U .S .  working experiences and then going back would be great. Well, if I 
can ' t  get any job offer after graduation, I ' ll go back to China to work." 
Chinese students ' accounts are in accordance with Ogbu ' s  charac­
terization of the Chinese as having positive views on education because 
they are voluntary immigrants (Ogbu 1 99 1 ;  V.  Louie 2004, 86), and also 
reflect their belief in education as being a necessary condition of social 
mobility and economic advancement (V. Louie 2004, 56) .  However, 
their racial terrain cannot be overcome by their hard-working or educa­
tional achievements. Much scholarly work shows that Asians/Asian 
Americans receive a smaller return on their educational achievement and 
have fewer chances for career advancement than white counterparts ,  and 
they encounter "glass ceiling," occupational segregation, and under­
representation of Asian Americans at administrative positions (Suzuki 
1 980;  Takaki 1 998 ;  San Juan 2000; Zhou and Bankston 1 998 ;  Fong 
2002; Segal 2002 ; Tuan 2003 ; V. Louie 2004).  According to the findings 
of the U .S .  Glass Ceiling Commission, the salary of Asian Americans is 
lower than that of whites in many occupational categories :  10 to 17 per­
cent less for Asian American men compared to whites and 40 percent 
less for Asian American women (Tong 2003 , 1 47 ;  Wu 2002, 50) . 
From my interviews,  Chinese students said they were likely to go 
back to China eventually . Although they did not provide clear plans, I 
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found the decisions of Chinese students are significantly different from 
previous stream of Chinese students and Chinese immigrants .  
As pointed out by Vivian Louie, some (if not most) Chinese people 
do not "come to their realizations about the importance of race through 
social scientific research, any more than they use such research to make 
their conclusions about the accessibility and payoff of education" (V. 
Louie 2004, 56) .  Even though some of them have their own experiences 
of racial discrimination, and most of them are aware that they have en­
tered a society with a prevailing racial hierarchy that privileges whites ,  
Chinese students still hold up the belief that education is their way out. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
With a purpose of finding out the role that race plays in Chinese 
graduate students ' life, I explored the lived experiences of Chinese grad­
uate students at Southwestern University. My guiding questions were : 
how do Chinese students experience race in everyday life? What are their 
interpretations of race, racial identities and racial experiences? How do 
racialized experiences shape their life perceptions of education and job 
opportunities?  
To answer these questions I interviewed eleven Chinese graduate 
students at Southwestern, and observed two classes taught by Chinese 
teaching assistants and lab work of a Chinese research assistant. I found 
that race plays  an important role in Chinese students'  life through their 
lived experiences. Most of them have noticed race and some of them 
have experienced racial discrimination. However, Chinese students still 
hold up the importance of education and believe that education will blunt 
the racial edge. Despite race, language barriers and cultural differences 
also shape Chinese students ' life. Large part of their difficulties and un­
comfortable experiences are related to language barriers and cultural dif­
ferences rather than racialization. It is hard to measure which indicator 
has the most significant effect on Chinese students '  experience because 
they cannot be quantified. But my sense is that Chinese students may 
encounter language barriers more often since this relates to their every­
day communication. 
Racial formation theory states that most racial projects are quite be­
nign such as color consciousness,  only a few are racist. According to the 
experiences of my interviewees ,  I found the directions of racial forma­
tion are in three ways :  positive, negative and neutral . In my study, in fact 
most of their experiences are benign. For instance, when they are aware 
of their race and associated racial meanings, most Chinese students do 
not find this bothering them. Only when some of them encounter racial 
discrimination, they begin to consider race a burden. To those who have 
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never experienced any racial discrimination, race and racial formation 
remain neutral . 
Before coming to the United States, Chinese students viewed race 
as "something far away" and "issues other countries face ."  After their 
arrival in America, Chinese students encountered a great change in racial 
identity and status .  Used to be "Chinese," Chinese students now have to 
accept the new and generalized racial identity, namely, "Asian/Asian 
American." Their racial status also has changed-from the majority in 
their home country to the minority in a white dominated society. Their 
skin colors and phenotypes now become obstacles of their achievements , 
as they are racialized to be Asians, rather than whites, in the United 
States. 
Moreover, Chinese students also face stereotypes such as the 
"model minority" stereotype associated with their new racial identity. 
Most Chinese students expressed negative views of that stereotype. Some 
of them considered it the academic pressure, and they thought they were 
"not good enough" to be the model minority . Some others pointed out 
that it was "racist" and the "excuse of Whites," which indicates that 
some Chinese students are conscious about race and racial projects . I also 
looked at Chinese students'  academic performances,  and I noticed that at 
graduate level, grades were no longer a significant indicator of a stu­
dent' s performance and achievement. Despite grade and coursework, re­
search and teaching performance need to be addressed. This is not related 
to racialization, but it reflects the lived experiences of all Chinese gradu­
ate students. 
Since all of the Chinese students I interviewed hold either teaching 
or research assistantships ,  I took their life as TAIRA into account. From 
observing two classes taught by Chinese T As and interviewing both of 
those T As, I found that Chinese T As were lacking power. Their students 
did not show them enough respect. While from observing lab work of 
Chinese RA and interviewing him and other Chinese RAs, I noticed that 
there was an imbalance between their workload and salaries .  More im­
portantly, two Chinese RAs reported that they were discriminated against 
by their advisors . Another Chinese T A had uncomfortable experiences 
with his instructor. Besides,  three other Chinese students talked about 
discrimination, prejudice or unfair treatment they received in public 
places including hospital, neighborhood, and super market. 
Despite the racial experiences Chinese students had, they held up 
the belief that education would overcome their racial obstacles .  They 
hoped that they could find jobs in the United States after graduation. 
Since Chinese students knew that opportunities were rare for them, they 
wanted to seize the chance by proving that they were "good enough" or 
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"distinct," but by holding this belief, they put more pressures on 
themselves .  
Overall, Chinese students are treated differently by  different people 
and in different contexts .  On campus,  some of them are discriminated 
against or overworked by their professors ; some of them are regarded as 
"model minority" by their peers . Within a context of institution of higher 
education, performance standards and identities of Chinese students are 
unique-within the school context, they could be treated unequally, but 
as long as they behave themselves ,  no one would yell at them "go back 
to China."  However, in public spaces ,  when they are no longer known as 
graduate students ,  they are assigned different racial meanings-they are 
perceived "forever foreigners" and "outsiders ."  There must be differ­
ences in views and experiences between Chinese students and workers, 
therefore future research should include contexts other than institutions .  
In addition, future research focusing on the differences in exper­
iences among students from different Asian countries such as Japan, Ko­
rea and China is needed. There are differences among those Asian 
countries, but they also share a great number of similarities in phenotype 
and culture, therefore it will be interesting to explore the similarities and 
differences in their racial experiences in the United States .  Moreover, 
international students who are not native English speakers but racialized 
as White (i .e .  German, Italian) can be included as comparison group in 
this project to find out if there are any similarities or differences in their 
experiences .  If possible, it will also be interesting to explore the exper­
iences of Chinese students from places where Asian proportion is larger 
such as California and New York City. In that case, I will be able to 
study a larger sample size and to examine the differences in experiences 
of Chinese students in different contexts .  
School administrations should make themselves more open to com­
plaints such as discrimination and unfair treatment, and announcements 
need to be made to encourage students report their problems. I found that 
many Chinese students had no idea there was an Equal Opportunity Pro­
gram where they could go and report discrimination. The reporters ' ano­
nymity and safety need to be guaranteed. This is especially important for 
international students, because they are so worried about being in trouble 
or losing their legal status after reporting, they choose to keep silent 
when they are discriminated against. 
Moreover, language support programs need to be set up. The col­
lege, university and the department can set up special programs to help 
Asian students with their English language. For example, paper-revising 
workshops ,  mentor groups and English classes can be provided. In addi­
tion, Asian peer study groups can be conducted. Mentors from Asian 
20 1 0] How ARE THEY RACIALIZED? 1 2 1  
countries can help fellow nationals with their learning and also help them 
adapt to the U .S .  life .  
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